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Student Composers’ Concert

Peanut Fudge
Nicholas Hoffman

Casey Alterio, xylophone
Jeremy Smith, Jon Trudell, Nicholas Hoffman,
Charles M Van Tassel, marimba

Five Scenes
Leonardo A. Marino
Charles M Van Tassel and Maria Whitcomb, marimba

Deconstructions of Peter and the Wolf
Jeremy Horseman
for electronic music

Digital Radio - Pts. 1, 2 & 3
Leonardo A. Marino
for electronic music

Julienne Cut
Charles M Van Tassel
Dylan Beckerman, cello

String Quartet 1
Tyme Baez
Dylan Jackson, Sarah Katherine Kelley, violins
Val Abraham, viola
Hannah Schuldt, cello

Réflexion spéculaire
Sarah Thune, Piano
Cody A. Paul

The Hours of Peace
Mario Pietra
Maria Whitcomb, soprano
Andre Solomon, flute
Charles M Van Tassel, vibes
Ming Chai, piano
Mario Pietra, double bass

Des Extraits
(see text on program sheet)
Nick Abelgore, piano

Untitled
Laura Norton, flute
Guy Johanson, oboe
Avery Wheelock, clarinet
Alex DePersia, Dreyas, alto saxophone
Dreyas Cherry, bassoon

Far and away
Eamonn O’Neill, Joe Fournier, violins
Jessica Oemcke, viola
Hannah Schuldt, cello

Adventure at Any Cost
Bryan Sweeney
I. Midnight’s Chase
II. The Warmth of Sunrise
III. Shadow of a Spectre

Laura Norton, flute
Laura Donle, clarinet
Joe Fournier, violin
Dylan Beckerman, cello